A C-terminally elongated form of PHI from porcine intestine.
A C-terminally elongated form of peptide histidine isoleucine amide (PHI) was isolated from porcine intestine based on its effect on cAMP production in IMR-32 cells. The structure was determined by amino acid sequence analysis of tryptic fragments and by mass spectrometry. The peptide has 42 amino acid residues like those described from human, rat and mouse, but the amino acid sequence of the C-terminal extension of pig PHI is unique. Unlike the other peptides, it has a C-terminal Ala and it differs at five positions from the human form and at six positions from the rat form, while the human and the rat forms differ by only two substitutions. To avoid confusion arising from different C-terminal residues, a unifying nomenclature is proposed: PHI-27 for the hormone and PHI-42 for the elongated product.